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Resident comments were manually grouped by topic and frequency to make the results easier to understand. In some cases
individual resident comments were split up and pasted to the appropriate categories when they addressed a variety of topics in
a single response. If the comments did not make sense without the question, a portion of the question was added in
parenthesis to ensure proper context. No other edits (spelling, etc.) were made to any resident comments.

PROPOSED AMENITY UPGRADES
New Pool Furniture
Would love to see the chairs either cleaned really well (very moldy) or new chairs purchased.
If the pool furniture was simply refurbished, that would be fine
Pool furniture is a bit dated.
Pool Furniture-maybe refurbish what we have
Replace furniture that needs more than cleaning
More little tables to go beside the lounge chairs would be nice.
The pool furniture needs to be cleaned, re-strapped, and more shade added
furniture only if needed
Pool Furniture and Shading is last.
New pool furniture is overdue
Pool furniture needs to be cleaned
I would be okay if the pool furniture we have now was cleaned and the broken pieces were replaced
Do we need new pool furniture?
Improve appearance of pool, furniture
more pool deck and chairs would be ideal

Umbrellas/Shading
More shade is needed at the pool and umbrellas were broken
More umbrellas would be really great.
Shading-YES, tons more at pool and Maybe even between soccer/bball
More shade by the pool would be great, the umbrellas that are there currently are broken
more shading is really needed.
Upgrade pool furniture & umbrellas
The pool needs more shade and umbrellas that work.

Splash Park
The baby pool is outdated and should be upgraded to a "splash park" type area for those children who aren't
swimmers yet but are too big for the baby pool. It would also be good for our property value overall.
The baby pool might be better utilized if it were more of a splash pad with sprayers, a small slide, etc.
The baby pool is ice cold and not properly designed for use by infants or toddlers (unless you want to sit in 6
inches of water with them). Needs to be updated to a splash pad.
A splash pool or kiddy splash park would be great to make the neighborhood competitive.
I'd recommend an adult hot tub or spray ground.
I love the idea of a splash park for young kids.
Splash park is good, but only provides value to families with very young children; whereas a heated pool provides
value to all.
Splash park ... YES
Yes to splash zone
A splash zone n batting cage would a great addition for the children.
Splash park zone for grandchildren would be wonderful.
A splash park/kids fun zone area would help the community compete with other newer communities being built in
the area and attract young families buying homes.
Splash park for the kids would be a huge draw for the community as the number of children who live here
A nicer splash park for the kids would be awesome and I think very well utilized:
Certainly need a better kiddie pool area.
Kids fun zone would be third, but should include ages up to 12.
a real asset to our pool by installing a splash zone like other communities. Baby pools are outdated.

Splash Park Cont.
Enthusiastically yes for the Splash park- kids fun area!!
I think a splash park is a great idea and something that is needed if we want to be competitive with all the new
construction going up around us

Batting Cages
A baseball/softball backstop would be nice if the fields could be dual purpose (soccer and baseball/softball).
where would the batting cage be? I would be concerned if this is not positioned correctly
The suggestion for a Batting Cage is totally unacceptable. There is a huge county tax funded Baseball Facility located
just off Longleaf Parkway that provided every type of needed amenity for Baseball. Not only is a Batting Cage a huge
waste of homeowners money but it would also creates a lure for more unauthorized and uncontrollable use of our
community facilities and increased liability for the CDD
I would highly recommend not putting batting cages any where near the tennis courts. This would be very distracting
I do not think we should pay for a batting cage, that would be a waste of our funds.
We have a huge baseball presence in the neighborhood. Batting cages would be an excellent addition as long as
they were built where you could use them at night and during inclement weather
Batting Cage not bad idea, but where would you put it without hurting our appearance.
Batting cages? Are you kidding me? Between the tennis courts? Really?! You are trying to damage our community
Last one my list would be batting cages.
The batting cage might be good idea although I said No.
Batting cages would be a terrible idea not at all apart of a the country club atmosphere of the neighborhood.
batting cages- these appeal to very few
I am NOT FOT the proposed BATTING CAGE!!!!

Security Gates
I would be interested in having security gates installed.
Guarded security gate (front) and unguarded (back entrance) will increase the value of our community as well as
protect the residents from unlawful solicitors and increased crime.
More security and gates would be nice.
The security gate issue has been visited and revisited - it's not feasible and not cost-effective. Let's spend our tax
dollars more wisely.
We are very interested in have guard gates at each entrance
Security gates for the community would be a big plus. I'm not really thrilled about the door to door solicitations and
scavengers driving around on trash day.
Security gates becoming more necessary as the ease of neighborhood access increases.
Security gate should be the #1 priority!!! There are too many instances where I've seen people walking around that
clearly don't live here and seem to be casing the neighborhood. I would feel much safer with a gate and more
security. I've also had a friend have her TV stolen off her back porch over night.
Security gates would be a big addition.
Sec Gate -? How would it work-by sticker? card? would visitors use key pad? Wouldn't work if it caused big bkup onto
210-maybe at each main street-St Johns after club ent, Eagle Pt after turn around but before 1st house, Stnhdg ct. in
ct. island
100% Security Gates especially with new neighborhoods coming in behind us.
Security Gates would be added security been as Russell Sampson is now a road leading to different neighborhoods.
It seems like those neighborhoods are in our neighborhood been as our main entrance is on CR 210 we should have
a real entrance that is secure.
We moved here from a gated community (Sawgrass) and security gates add a lot of additional expense with NO
increased security (just the perception of increased security). I would rather see the money spent on increased police
patrols,
#1 priority is for a gated community
I wouldn't be opposed to security gates, but it is more of a pain than worth while.
live on Stonehedge Trail Lane and I am not sure how Security Gates would work.
Absolute no to a security gate; they break too easily and end up being more of a nuisance.
I think security gates would be a great idea, especially in light of the increased traffic expected along Leo Maguire in
the future.
I ABSOLUTELY DO NOT WANT GATES and would consider moving if they were put in
I would really like security gates. It would increase property value. I would not mind an increase in fees, I think
security gates would be well worth it. We have "increased security" in the past, it is a waste
Security should be the #1 item. Security gates may not enhance security that much, but they elevate the status of our
community which serves a very good purpose

Security Gates Cont.
Please no security gate! We built here vs. St. Johns Forest because we did not want a gate.
I think the security gates would increase our property values - which is desperately needed!
Security gates would be great but I assume they would be expensive to maintain with guards. In my opinion it would
give our community and extra level for safety as well as unwanted solicitors.
With the new communities moving in we need security gates.
Would want security gates if they are manned, not soft.
Top priority for me is gates. I know everyone says "we can't have gates because we have county owned roads" and
that is not true. We can have gates which will only increase property values
This should be a gated community to the extent the CDD abides with laws. I am not suggesting that we don't allow
people access to the neighborhood, but we collect/take their DL or take down the vehicle plate number upon entering
the main guard gate. Install remote controlled/barcode gates for the Stonehedge and Eagle Point entrances that are
operated from a Guard shack just past or before the Golf course with all entrances having video fed into the guard
shack all for $1 per day/house or less.
I also really like the idea of security gates but don't necessarily want them if my fees will increase.
The most important thing and priority for me would making our community gated.
With the future building and traffic on Leo Maguire I think most of the neighborhood would say gates are not only
important but essential.
there isn't a need to gate the community
I fully support the implementation if making SJGCC a gated community. Given the new developments that leverage
our roads, I believe that security gates are appropriate for our community.
Please do not do a soft gate. It is a complete waste of our money. If we reallocate our funds away from the security
guard and put those towards a proper gate and guard our security would improve drastically and home values would
also improve
look at gates again!
For me adding gates would be great. I think for our homeowner value and the perception that it will give. We are not
just a community of the beaten path. We will now have a 6 lane highway just outside of our entrance. Thank you for
taking our opinion.
Gated community would be nice. I'd pay an extra $50 - $75 per month. Have no idea of the cost
Would love to see manned security gates.
Make it a gated community. Too many new houses and additional traffic nearby.
With the increased development at the end of Leo Maguire I really think security gates are in order. I have always
lived in a gated community and believe they only enhance property values. I think the original developer missed the
boat on that one.
Not in favor of security gates
Put in security gates.

Security Presence
I would like better security within the neighborhood.
Security gates may have greater resistance from residents than an increased security presence (especially around
the amenity area), or increased camera coverage.
We need to implement a plan to ensure the ongoing security of our neighborhood and protect the exclusivity of our
private amenities.
Increase security guard presence (Sat/Sun daytime hours, earlier start time on weekday nights, increase number of
nights etc.) to proactively address trespassing on community amenities (tennis courts, playground, basketball courts,
ponds etc.) and continue to prevent crime.
Consider cost feasible forms of gating and other controls like security cameras
More Security-Yes-more teens=more stupid behavior
We DEFINITELY need more security and patrolling to stop the nonsense that goes on in the community. Someone
on hand to stop the speeding vehicles would be a plus.
Security at this point seems to be adequate unless there is more of a need than we who live in the community are
aware of.
Security presence if needed. We need to compare the cost of gates compared to the value it adds to our property
values
Security guard is useless. Save the money. Spend it on off-duty SJSO deputies - they are respected and if anything
wrong is happening, they have the authority to do something about it. Cuts down on speeding, vandalism, and theft.
The security guards really don't do much of anything. The only time I see them, is when they are parked in the
parking lot. Guards are sitting in their cars, not patrolling the neighborhood.
Increase in security of some type is needed. Cameras, gates, increased patrol or a combination thereof in light of

Security Presence Cont.
Current security is useless.
All nice to have but security should be first
Security improvements
I would like to say that security guy is rude at times and should spent more time doing his job than sitting in the
fitness gym and watch TV.
Why do we continue to pay for security when they do nothing? Their hours are horrible, when I have called in the past
they tell me to call the SJC Sheriff. What purpose do they serve? We need to STOP the parking on the streets.
REPEAT OFFENDERS are making the streets dangerous for drivers and children alike. We should ticket and create
revenue
We don't need the security guard. If needed I would call 911

Fountains
Lake fountains with light are sorely needed and have always been lacking.
Fountains in the lake would have a more appealing look.
Fountains in front lakes would look nice
Love the idea of a fountain in the main lake as you enter by the clubhouse
fountains in lakes aren't necessary for us (we just like having lots of water features) but if they help keep the lakes
healthy, we'd be for them.
Fountains in the lakes would help with the alge that really gets bad in the late summer. It will attract birds. Yes, yes
yes!
I have noticed there are a few fountains in lakes and I would love one in ours
would like to see a fountain in the front lake at our entrance. all residents would then benefit from this and our
neighborhood appeal would be improved too.
I feel fountains would further the beauty of the community
Love the fountain idea. Aeration might might help with the algae.
Fountains in lakes=waste of money. There are higher priorities...
Fountains in lake- these require tremendous amounts of energy and are environmentally irresponsible.
As to fountains in lakes I would like to know if there are benefits beyond esthetics
The front lake on 210 really needs a fountain.
Some of our lakes are could use fountains to keep them clean
Fountains would be a waste of money!

Pool-Heated Pool
A heated pool would be awesome for us to be able to use the pool longer in the year.
I would love if we would heat the pool and I know many many many neighbors who agree. It'd be great if we could
even heat during the months that border the warmer months to keep costs down - e.g., heat through Nov, then begin
again in March, and just accept that there's no swimming Dec - Feb.
Heated pool is #1.
Heated swimming pool!!!
Heated pool
Would love to have the pool heated for year round swimming laps. We already have a lot of amenities for kids
Heated pools would be great!
Heated pool, zero entry pool.
Heated Pool
Heated Pool! Solar heated possibly
heated pool
And wish list heat pool.
I would love to have the main pool heated year round. I am an avid swimmer and am forced to go to other facilities to
swim in the winter.
heat the pool,

Pool-Baby Pool
baby pool seem dirty and gross.
The baby pool is outdated and should be upgraded to a "splash park" type area
Baby pool should be a splash pad.
The baby pool might be better utilized if it were more of a splash pad with sprayers, a small slide, etc.
The baby pool is ice cold and not properly designed for use by infants or toddlers (unless you want to sit in 6 inches
of water with them).

Pool-Baby Pool
Baby pool is obsolete.
Baby pool is dated, I'd recommend an adult hot tub or spray ground.
the baby pool is just not really usable if you have kids of different ages since you can't supervise the bigger kids in the
pool while watching the little one in the baby pool. The two areas need to be somewhat combined.
baby pool is outdated and not a feasible option, especially when you have older children who can't quite be on their
own in the "big pool".
I feel that the baby pool is outdated and lacking compared to nearby communities.
Something really needs to be done about the baby pool. If you compare ours to other communities, ours is a circle
with water in it!!!!
Getting rid of the baby pool would be an excellent idea and a real asset to our pool by installing a splash zone like
other communities. Baby pools are outdated.
The kiddie pool is super outdated and usually gross

Pool-Aesthetics
Pool looks dirty/bad condition
think the pool area could use some sprucing up.
The pool's surface is starting to look worn. I would consider a resurfacing to give it a new look.
Definitely need upgrade to our pool area in general - it looks really tired!
Pool area should definitely be improved
Pressure wash the pool area
It appears that you are all over the only 2 things that could be better.... Fitness classes that accommodate working
folks snd upgrading/updating the pool area

Pool-Misc.
My kids don't like swimming in the pool with all the kids who never get out to go potty. If they use the pool, it's usually
on a Tues (after chemical treatment). A 13+ pool would be nice!
Regarding the pool, we use it very occasionally. We love kids, but it is difficult to relax at the pool when so many
under age kids are left unattended by their parents. I would use the pool more if that got under control.
pool is too shallow when doing laps on turn at 3' end. it's mostly crowded with kids/ teens. I think I've used the pool
maybe 2-3x a year for past 9-10 years. pretty expensive for $2400 per year in cdd fees? rest of amenities pretty much
not even touched!
The pool is a little small and to many kid's for us to enjoy it. Also you can't drink or bring food.
Last year's policy on pool usage greatly restricted adult use of the pool. If that happens again, there will be organized
lobbying for change.
Need a Restaurant and Bar at Pool
Some sort of pool side snack bar with lunch and snack items including beverages like beer, margaritas, etc. I think
this would get a TON of business from folks and be a good revenue source.
Adult only pool or second pool in a different location to offset crowds during peak hours.
would like a snack bar poolside like julington creek. Even if it had limited hours, it would be a nice addition.
an improvement made to the pool space
If plans are made for any pool area changes, more pool deck and chairs would be ideal, especially with the removal
of the baby pool and adding of a play water park
Greater variety and availability of food and drink - something besides burgers and a side. Also, sometimes drinks
have been very limited - to sodas only, for example...need more water, lemonade, juice box type options

Fitness Classes
I love working out with Stacey and Billy and would love more classes if the CDD, HOA and other committees would
quit kicking us out to hold their meetings.
do not use the fitness center because I enjoy group classes and the classes there are too expensive and are not
frequent enough, so I joined an outside gym.
Free classes
Stacey is a phenomenal personal trainer.
Wish there were more classes offered in the early morning - like around 5:30am
would like more evening fitness classes - especially a bootcamp type class with different stations.
Not enough classes, limited times and too expensive. A major disappointment again in our association. Have to pay
for a gym membership just down the road to actually get adequate classes.
Need more after work hours and for beginners
We both work full-time. So, we need evening classes.
Wish there was more in the evenings
I would love to see a 5:00 am boot camp. The availability of classes is more geared to mid morning times.

Fitness Classes Cont.
ALWAYS CLASSES IN THERE
Based on the past few months with the scheduling conflicts for the Monday night classes, I'll have to say somewhat
dissatisfied. It doesn't work out very well when there are 2 classes scheduled for the same night and time and only
one room available. Yes, one room based on the HOA and CDD meetings. Times or dates should be modified to
accommodate both classes. We are residents paying for the classes supplied by outside vendors.
Too expensive, often gets cancelled, no childcare.
like them when I go. Wish the room was bigger!
like the availability, but find them too expensive. For the price of one class per week, you can get a single
membership at the Y with unlimited classes!
I don't use the classes.
I do not attend these
Times seem designed for those at home during workweek
No interest
something on Saturday?
Would like to see Zumba added with morning n night option.
Do not use fitness classes as I use an offsite trainer
Unhappy that the Monday night Yoga that has been ongoing for the 10 years I have lived here seems to be getting
second place to other activities that have just started.
wish there could be a spin class and I would cancel my Y membership :)
I haven't attended any yet, but there are lots of options that I am interested in trying when able to do so.
Do not use
the air con is set way too high! the equipment needs to be serviced more regularly.
This is one of the finer assets of our neighborhood.
wish there were more in the mornings and maybe a lunch class available
We train with SPT (Stacey and Billy) and are very satisfied with them.
I don't use the facility currently, but know Stacy does a superb job.
How about beginning a bike around the neighborhood or walk around the neighborhoos weekly activity. I would be
very interested in that. As a senior I remain active but I feel the physical activites related more the the younger
residents i.e. boot camp, 5K runs etc.
Would have better attendance if childcare offered for some classes.
We have home gym
LOVE THE YOGA/PALATES CLASSES
Too expensive for classes
More evening classes offered would be nice.
It would be nice to see some of the bootcamp/circuit style (ie. superstations) classes offered in the morning to be
offered in the evening on occasion.
I wish we could do more and not be kicked out for meetings
Seemed to be cancelled quite often.
Water aerobics, walking group that is not to challenging.
A real first class addition to faclilities
Seems like we have a good varity but we don't use them
We need better hours. Most of us work and cannot attend during day hours
Awesome facility
Not enough variety in times offered for classes. Seems that classes are cancelled often.
Would like to have a Zumba class or jazzercise.
More options and times! What about prenatal yoga or more yoga classes.
Would like Saturday and Sunday classes.
Overpriced. Can join classes of interest for unlimited per month, with more class time availability.
Love the fitness center and the instructors.
Cancelled too often.
Would prefer more night classes.
Would always like more evening classes
don't go, but see a lot of cancellations

Fitness Classes Cont.
We are not a large community compared to some so I am sure it is hard to find the right schedule.
Like having the opportunity to participate if we so chose.
Little work for working folks
Need more evening options for people who work during the day.
Need more classes early am or late evening or Sat am to accommodate interested parties that work full time.
6am classes would be nice
In many gyms, there are several free classes offered with membership. I think there should be a weekly class offered
to residents for free.
Times are inconvenient and cost are too high
Need to add more classes available for working parents not just AM classes. Zumba would be nice.
If childcare was offered, I would like to see more classes being offered.
I think the classes are way too expensive
Classes / boot camps should be made available with a babysitting option. Parents with small children and busy
evening schedules cannot attend the classes or easily use the fitness center.
Not a lot of availability for working people. Needs more intense classes like Boot camps.
Also classes in the daytime for seniorsk
would be nice to have evening classes offered for us working parents
they can be expensive
SINCE THEY ARE NOT FREE THIS IS NO A QUESTION THAT RELATED TO BUDGET.
Not many options for people who work. Also with the CDD fee already being paid some classes should be free
not enough late and weekend options
Offer in evening!
I take Rola's classes and love them - cross-training.
We both work full-time. So, we need evening classes.
As I said, I haven't partaken in the classes but I know others who have and I think they are very pleased. Oh - I have
done the boot camp a few times which was really good.
Due to scheduling conflicts I have not attended a fitness class.
My daughter tried the kids' yoga class, but I thought it was pricey for the shorter time period and the experience
wasn't what we expected.
he ability to have childcare during classes would be nice.
I've heard good things about all of them
I go to YMCA
No longer participate in classes.
Boot camp is great
something on Sat?
Know most neighborhood is young people, but would be nice to have some classes for those with disabilities.
I love Stacy Bone. If I had more time, I would love to participate in any of those classes.
Would love to see a Zumba class or even a Ballroom dancing class for couples especially empty nesters
The cross train class w/ Rola is fantastic
Adding ballroom dancing classes would be great
Stopped trying to go to yoga because it was cancelled if minimum attendance wasn't met.
I have only taken the early morning boot camp classes, which were great.
I would prefer classes at 6 am.
Wish we had more classes directed by Stacey
I use Billy Bone as a personal trainer but do not use the other programs
Do not attend some as they are during the day when I work. More evening classes would be gd
Are the costs posted somewhere for the classes and also for the personal trainers?
I do fitness with instructors.
Haven't been to the other classes because they don't fit with my work schedule

Fitness Classes Cont.
The class by Rola is not listed but I find it very helpful. T is fantastic.
Can't attend during the day. Would love more Yoga offerings and Zumba.
Class schedules prevent me from attending
would love to attend pilates or yoga but it seems as if the times are geared for people who don't have to go to work.
By 9am I am already out to work. Any classes held on Monday or Friday or weekends in the earlier morning 6:00 or
7:00 even 7:30 will allow folks to get to work.
I think it would be nice to have some classes directed to over 50
Haven't had the opportunity to attend because of times offered
Wendy is fabulous-we have not attended other classes.
they should be free
I train with Billy Bone.
Would also love a flat monthly fee for exercise classes/trainers. They have no overhead and use our facilities for no
cost, yet they charge as much as or more than all other gyms in our area who pay their own operating costs.

Fitness Equipment
I would love to use the fitness center if they have better equipments and add rowers in.
Wish they would have some free training on how to use the machines and which ones do what.
Lessons are very expensive.
Minor equipment maintenance in the fitness room should be addressed in a more timely manor
Get some quality treadmills for the fitness center instead of the junk we have now
I love the fitness center, but can only bike. Would love to have another bike or possibly be able to use the pool year
round.
the eliptical machines are making alot of noise and there is one with the handle falling off
Treadmills are old. Ellipticals are old. 1 bike only.
The benches are all missing knobs to make elevation changes.
Most of the cardio equipment no longer have access to cable.
Cable machines similar to the ones purchased are very difficult to keep working- there are more efficient machines
avail which can not be broken (hammer strength)
Could we get a revolving staircase machine?
Need abdominal machine
Quality of the equipments are poor and not enough tread mills during the busy hours. Please add rowers.
I think with the amount of use that our treadmills receive that more money should be invested in more of them or
make sure they are running properly all the time. The TV reception I hope will improve once the cable situations is
complete?
Treadmills are in need of repair way too often. We need to fix Cable connection to the TV's embedded in them.
The fitness center is great!
We really should add a chinup bar. Not expensive.
Excellent equipment.
Fitness center equipment is best I've seen at community club
A rowing machine would be a great addition
Use it 4 days a week and it's great
treadmills are often broken
There is very little available for back/lats. Some of the machines purchased for the back execise are very un-usable
with heavy weights.
as above just needs to be better maintained
We have one of the finest facilities around
The fitness center issues: equipment maintenance needs to happen more often, TV channels not available on all
running/training equipment, additional weighted balls needed, additional small weights needed.
Heavier kettlebells
Rowing machine
Stationary bike
Stationary bikes...need more!!!!
The new equipment is low quality. Something in there is always broken and needs better maintenance.
Could use a little more attention under equipment and in out of the way corners etc.
LOVE NEW GYM
There needs to be more stationary bikes, and those being the upright kind, not like what we have, where you sit with
your legs out!

Fitness Equipment Cont.
too small area
need more equipment, better MAINTENANCE and UPKEEP
would like lat machine
The gym is great, very happy with it.
This is really a nice fitness center.
It seems every time I go there are multiple treadmills not working
Not enough consistently operating treadmills
Would love to have an upright bike, only have 1 recumbent and better elliptical- ex running kind.
It would be nice to have a spinning bike and a rower
Would like additional bikes and Pilates machine.
Need lat pull down and decline bench
Although I wish they would bring back the Ergo rowing machine option
We need the TVs to work in the cardio area. Everything has different channels...some don't have the same one the
one next to it has...sometimes they don't work, etc.
Adeguate but the treadmills need to all show the same TV channels.
The equipment needs to be kept in better repair. Something is always broken. Would like to see another stationary
bike.
No bench press
Need another bike. Equipment needs to be kept in better repair.
Would like to see one more bicep machine and another cycle machine.
There have been several different times my husband has been in the gym and either the equipment parts are broken
or not functioning properly. He has noticed the same piece of equipment that is not functioning for 3 weeks now and
anytime he has said something about it, the response is "the part is on order". The CDD spent a lot of money on this
fitness center and needs to keep up the equipment to be in working order.
he fitness equipment is wonderful since the upgrade a few years ago.
Crappy treadmills
Another Olympic bar, bumper plates, boxes
Need additional bike -- seems to be high need
Would like rowing machines, stationary bikes (not recumbent), lats/ dips machines, more kettle bells
Need more treadmills
add a rowing machine. need a spinning bike
TRED MILLS ARE COMPLEX. NO INSTRUCTIONBOOK. SHOULD ALL BE THE SAME. TOO CLOSE TOGETHER.
TOO MUCH CHATTER. SEE PALENCIA.
NEED SOME TYPE OF PULL DOWN DEVICE.
NEED MANUALS FOR ALL DEVICES.
ONE FREE ONE HOUR FOR FITNESS PLANNING WOULD BE NICE. SHOULD BE PRO BONO FOR TRAINER
FREE USE OF FACILITES.
Need more cardio and they should work. Ventilation and cooling needs adjustment
Concerning the fitness center, it's always hot. Maybe lower the temp. Concerning the treadmills, on some of them,
there are very limited # of channels.

Fitness Center Misc.
Do not use fitness center because there are no child care services for under 5 years old.
Not exercising. Need to start. Glad fitness room is there for when I do.
My kids do occasionally use the fitness center. I was a former client of Billy & Stacey's and no longer feel comfortable
in "their gym
Not using Fitness Center as there is no child care.
Fitness Center: Would like access earlier in the morning. I go into work early and would like access around 3am or
3:30am
Gym needs limited hours childcare
-Fitness Center has to many people that like to just hang around and get in the way.
Dad'\s were always holding machines for their football sons when we tried going this summer, so we made other
arrangements. Teenagers usually had the machines since then.
No fitness center bc I do not have childcare.

Fitness Center Misc. Cont.
I would LOVE to be able to access the fitness center but am not able to since there is no sort of kid zone or kids club.
My family has to pay an additional fee to be members of another gym in the area, just to have the convinence of
childcare.
Our family enjoys the fitness center but do not play sports.
kid care at gym.
I would recommend a fitness trail. We already have the sidewalk in place - it would only require adding the fitness
stations along the way. There would be plenty of space along Leo Maguire to place several fitness stations, or they in
various areas throughout the neighborhood.
Walking or running trails, i
Nature trails in the wooded areas around the perimeter of the community, or elsewhere permitted
Add balance balls for yoga. The Fitness Center does not want us to use the ones in the actual Center.

Soccer Field Usage/Misc.
The Soccer Fields seem to be full with teams practicing which prevent community access.
Too many from outside the community using them (teams, etc.).

With Soccer being very popular sport it might be a great idea to build a small concrete block wall for kids
to be able to bounce the ball against . It doesn’t seem to be an expensive additional and can be utilized
by many kids as can also work for lacrosse, etc.
Keep golf carts off the soccer fields. Keep teams from playing on the fields when their club fields are closed due to
weather (i.e. if it's raining hard at Creeks and they don't want you on their field why would you come to ours and tear
them up?)
It would be nice if dogs were kept out of soccer field and volleyball / picnic area. Signs would be helpful.
What about adding lighting to the soccer field? This would be especially useful in the winter months when it gets dark
early. They could be on a timer so they don't stay on past 9 or 10 and disturb the houses nearby.

Basketball Court-Misc.
Lights at the basketball courts
FYI, surface on BBall court beginning to crack.

Volleyball Court-Misc.
Both volleyball court and baby pool seem dirty and gross.
My kids use the volleyball court as a sand box.
Volleyball court has had glass that cut a friends foot in the past.
Volley ball court seems a waste, unless someone organizes a weekly adult program.
. Playground-Misc.
The playground we use every weekend. There are so many splinters though the kids always leave with some in their
hands.
The playground desperately needs to be updated. Having a child risk playing on that splintered wood makes it a notso-fun experience everytime we venture to the playground.
Would like to see updated playground
We use the playground quite a bit. The wood is very old and splitting. It could use maintenance over just repainting. It
needs to be sanded or frankly a overhaul so that when a little one falls they don't cut there knees up on the splitting
wood.
Wood playground rotting and splintering. Unsafe and unsightly. Replace with a trex like material that will last.
The playground needs some serious attention as the wood is rotting and could be considered a hazard. Also they cut
down a large tree which created shade over the swings-- anyway to replant vegetation? or at least vote before this
happens?
Wood playground needs improving. Wood chipping off and causes splinters.
Many people not living in our community use our amenities. We are not a community park for all of 210!

Tennis-Misc.
In case you're interested, the cracks that were fixed last year have resurfaced.
play tennis. it would be nice to add more courts so we could join leauge.
I think we could use a little more attention to the tennis facilities. We have three very active women's teams that play
here, and it wasn't even mentioned in the questions. It would be great to get a hitting wall to be able to practice.
Maybe even a couple more courts!
Improve tennis amenities. Bathroom near courts and playground.
it would be nice to have another tennis court so residents in our neighborhood could participate in USTA leagues.
You have to have at least 5 courts. Also, we are in desperate need of locking the tennis courts. People from outside
the community are coming in using the courts and often times even bringing their own coach.

Tennis Cont.
We'd also love to see cup/ball holders on the ends of the nets at the tennis courts and recycling bins to place used
balls and cans into that can also be used for water/sports drinks.
Would love to see upkeep of the tennis courts. We have 3 active teams and many rec players. Additional facilities
(restroom) by the playground/tennis courts would be great. It's the #1 question visiting teams ask us..."Is that your
closet restroom?"
Some cup/ball holders to be added to the tennis courts, building additional tennis courts so we would qualify for more
leagues like Working Men's/Women's, Country Club League etc.
I would highly recommend not putting batting cages any where near the tennis courts. This would be very distracting!
Would love additional tennis courts so that we could qualify for league play. Also would love to have cup/ball score
attachments that hook on side of tennis nets.
more tennis courts
there are so many tennis players in our community and many teams that play and practice on our courts throughout
the week. We would love to see upgrades to the courts, including ball holders and beverage holders at the net.
Yes, we need to upgrade tennis courts. We should add equipment to courts.
Would love to see more tennis courts added so neighbors can participate in more leagues that require 5-7 courts. 4
courts is very limiting and many neighbors have to join other clubs to be able to play working men's/women's, Country
Club League etc.
Would like the awnings over the tennis court benches replaced soon.
Would like to see score cards/drink holders added to tennis courts.
I would highly recommend not putting batting cages any where near the tennis courts. This would be very distracting!
Tennis is growing and moving families may consider the courts. Not having clay is a disadvantage. We are one of the
few communities with a tennis team that does not have clay courts. My parents chose another community due to that.
Hard courts are hard on joints. Expanding the tennis area seems logical. We have a beautiful environment.
More tennis courts. They are often all in use. Also, only having 4 limits the leagues our neighborhood can participate
in.
additional tennis facilities would be great. It's a quickly growing sport in all age brackets and we don't have enough
courts available for use.
Add Clay tennis courts

Grounds Maintenance and Facilitites
Maintain our current amenities and provide more funds for the grounds that are now looking very tired throughout the
community.
Huge need for dog waste receptacles. The perceived common land areas are full of dog droppings.
Rather than adding dog waste receptacles, we should start handing out very large fines to dog owners who leave
feces in their neighbors yards and and larger fines to those who leave feces on our sidewalks.
Do not create unsightly dog trash bins. People walking dog should take full ownership off the waste not be shared by
the community.
see plenty of plastic doo bags when walking
Dog waste trash would be great then maybe people would pick up their dog's waste.
Maybe dog trash receptacles in common areas but we need to get people to use them. Soccer field is disgusting.
Double vote for dog waste!
current trash cans can be used for dogs at community functions. on walks, owners should keep bags handy. dog
waste issues should be reported to HOA, not an expense all homeowners should be responsible for- not practical.
There is a problem with dog waste. I notice some dog owners are throwing their filled poo bags in the landscaping
and natural areas. Also, teenagers tend to go in the woods and party, leaving their cans and bottles behind. Trash
receptacles for both humans and pets would be a great idea. Also some tasteful signs regarding littering, like they
have in Deercreek.
ho would empty those dog waste receptacles, and that would be disgusting, and unsightly.
We really need dog waste bags and receptacles.
Dog poop is a big problem in the Stonehedge Trail Lane section of the neighborhood. I have a large dog, so I am
always out walking. I am always amazed at the number of of lazy, inconsiderate residents who do not pick up after
their dog. Perhaps if there were waste receptacles with bags people would be more willing to clean up after their pets.
The main reason I'd like dog wast receptacles is because we've found bags of dog waste thrown in our trash can
after trash has been picked up on trash day, thrown under bushes in our yard along the sidewalk, and even thrown
into recycling piles of limbs (like they are going to take the bags of dog waste too) all by rude people in the
neighborhood. We are dog owners ourselves and do not like this irresponsible behavior. I've also seen people not
clean up after pets in common areas as well.
Dog waste trash receptacles would be wonderful!
Would love dog waste receptacles!

Grounds Maintenance and Facilities Cont.
Just more trash cans. Not just for dog waste
Dog waste trash receptacles would be nice as long as there is someone to continually manage the disposal of it.
The community fence along I95 has been damaged for sometime now. It looks like crap and needs to be repaired.
If people actually picked up after their dogs, waste receptacles would be helpful, but not necessary if lazy people
don't pick it up in the first place.
It's Florida- dog waste receptacle will smell horrible in the summer. People may think it sounds nice, but after one
summer, they will say "not near my house".
Sound barriers from I-95.
A garbage can at every bench would be great!
Dog waste trash is another must, but who will take care of them???
Having a place to put trash and feces promotes correct behaviors. Make it easy for people to do the right thing!
I think the dog waste trash receptacles is a fantastic idea!! Sadly pet owners are still not cleaning up after their pets,
even with all the reminders that are sent out.
Bathrooms need to be cleaner, not upgraded
For the bathrooms, maybe just a counter / caulk refresh would be sufficient (and leave $ for the splash park ;-)
Bathrooms closer to the playgrounds. The dog waste receptacles are a waste because people don't pick up after
themselves anyways and they would just look bad.
Dog waste trash if they are emptied daily.
Need Trash cans period through out community not just for pet waste.
Dog waste should be the last on the list...carry your own bag.
We need dog waste for walking and running
Do you know how hard it is to jog with poop bags it's nut fun. It will free your hands up to control your dog easier
Bathrooms are in need for upgrading and decorations would be nice to increase during holidays. Dog waste
receptacles is a very nice idea around the soccer field and pool areas.
Trash receptacles around the neighborhood especially along Leo Maguire.
Also, signs to remind dog owners that they MUST scoop poop or face a fine.
Upgraded bathrooms to include showers
There should be garbage pails by each existing bench. We pick up garbage constantly in the common areas, no
pails.
Sign should be moved to our first entrance.
there is often dog waste on our lawn.
Dog waste trash receptacles is a great idea!
Possibly widening the walking path along Leo McGuire pkwy, to alow space for bicycles and pedestrians. No
shoulder or bike path creates a hazardous condition.
I think a lot of people complain about dog feces in their yards. I walk my dog and always pick up the mess but it would
be great if there were places to discard the bags. This might encourage others to pick up after their dogs as well.
Handyman needed to address broken and damaged items. Things stay broken and in disrepair far too long after
being reported. Homeowners shouldn't need to report issues, facilities should be monitored daily for cleanliness and
damage. Overall, community needs lots of repairs to get back to original appeal due to lack of maintenance.
Outdoor speaker system around pool for music. Maybe remove hedges from baby pool to big pool for parents with
both baby and older kids so they can keep eyes on older kids while with baby in small pool area.
We are not a country club. We just have those words in our community name. Be careful how far you go in making
our amenities luxurious. Make them sustainable and make them fit our budget. Use the long range plan that Charlie
Shepard's company set up in his study of our budget and our needs. Stop spending so wildly.
A CARD ROOM WITH SMALL KITCHEN, NO STOVE JUST MICRO AND REFRIGERATOR. FOR ADULTS ONLY.
Bathrooms really need to be upgraded with exhaust fans and a new makeover would be nice
Some of the bathrooms could use updating
Showers in bathrooms for those who use gym before work
Bathroom near playground or tennis area? Maybe only accessible with card or key?
Updated Bathrooms - YES PLEASE..its gross especially during swim team. We have the dirtiest bathroom of all the
pools we go too.
The ladies room by the pool, the sink area is nasty and needs to be fixed.
Have a full time maintenance person on staff to keep items in good repair/ looking nice. There is no reason there
should be visibly damaged or broken items for multiple weeks and months. Create a system for community members
to easily report damaged items that provides updates back to community on estimated date of repair...ie link on web
or app
ould love to get a handle on grounds maintenance where massive amounts of sod replacement are not required.

Re Pave front of community road up to at least the St Johns road turn off.

Sidewalks
The sidewalk by the soccer and basketball court needs to be reset and drainage fixed. When it rains there are big
puddles and kids have to walk on the road to avoid getting their shoes soaked putting them at risk of being run over
by a vehicle.

Landscaping
More flowers, landscaping in the community to keep it looking fresh.
The entrance to Eagle Point off of Leo McGuire looks bad. All of those dying bushes need to be replaced
Remove dead plants
CDD needs to focus on infrastructure as the roads, trees, and sidewalks are nearing 15 years old. Live oaks between
sidewalks and curbs? Brilliant planning!
To save on expenditure, spend less on CR210/McGuire landscaping, and more inside our community. Leo McGuire
is used by another community (Glen St. John) besides ours, and will soon be used by many more. Why should we
finance it's beauty?

Lighting
Also consider fixing our street lighting to render the same color/temperature. We need more such street lights. There
are many dark seas in the community.
Lights on street signs.
It would be nice to have more lighting throughout the neighborhood. Some parts of the neighborhood are really dark.
A lamp post would make a great difference.
It is very dark at night when I walk my dog and I always bring a flashlight for additional light and safety. If dive around
you will also see many of the street lights are not working. The front community parking lot is not well lit.
I would like to see more lighting in the community as i think there are still areas that are too dark. I
Our neighborhood is very dark, and could use some extra [landscape] lighting. T
Additional lighting wastes energy. Most new communities are going the opposite direction and trying to reduce
designed lighting.
landscape lighting at the four main entrances and club are would enhance the eye appeal
Additional street lighting is needed.
Improve lighting throughout the community. There are areas that are very dark
More lighting around the cart path going toward St Johns golf drive and play area. A lot goes on in those areas late at
night that shouldn't.
More lighting needed on St.Johns Golf DR and Eagle Point Dr. these are the main roadways traveled throughout the
community and they are very dark.
More lighting in the streets. Some areas are extremely dark on St Johns golf drive.
I am not sure if this is part of the CDD but we need more street lights throughout the community
Better street lighting

Community Room
Community room - Unfortunately it doesn't even compare to the other communities on 210.
I am glad we have the community room but it could use some decorating to make it feel warmer.
The community room could be updated after the splash park.
The community room is used for a myriad of events, and could look better.
Currently looks pretty barren- and lacking any decor. (bathrooms and community room.)
"Upgrading the community room" is very broad so i'm saying no; depends on what you intend to do.
Upgrading the community room would be good. It smells in there and looks like a gym locker room. In reality a
separate community room should be built.
Community room doesn't have seating capacity for large meetings, as evidenced when Silverleaf came over for their
presentation.
Community room is of very low standard. Not fit for any formal party like Anniversary. need better room, kitchen,
furniture and better interior, etc.
The community/party room smells.

Benches
A few benches might be nice along the perimeters of the soccer field and basketball courts.
We don't need any more benches or other forms of urbanization (i.e. signs) that detract from aeshetics
The benches installed are an eyesore. They do not fit the aesthetics of the community
As I walk and drive through the community, I see VERY little use of the benches we now have.
The benches are creepy.
The benches that were just put in don't seem to be utilized at all.

I never see anyone sit on those benches! I hope you don't put in more
The benches that we already have are a waste of money. The only time I see them being used is when kids are
waiting for the bus and they are usually just standing on the benches, not sitting.
Never seen the current benches used see no need for more

Miscellaneous
Use it all at various times, appreciate all of it!
We need a dog park under the tower to keep out the riffraff.
Our family are all adults so and some of the amenities are more suited to children/teenagers.
Golf cart parking around the pool and playground areas.
I believe that we do not have to be a formal neighbor watch but if we "all are more sensitive to strangers we can serve
our own interest.
Ping pong tables at the pool would be a great addition.
I am concerned that this CDD board is pushing its own special interests--i.e. swim team, toddlers. The swim team
serves a very small % of our residents. Why do we continue to buy them clocks, lane ropes, flags, etc.? What do we
get in return. Some supervisors will not be re-elected if they continue to spend our money on these special interest
segments
Better exterior lighting and night time swimming
Tired of people who don't live in our neighborhood destroying our facilities.
Cost of "no" answers would be better used to maintain and update present amenities.
Classifieds on website- to sell items, teenage jobs (dog sitting, babysitting)
Social network on website to find walkers/tennis players, etc....
Updates to the pool amenities
Designated dog park area.
Fishing pier along Leo maguire and 18th fairway lake
Horse shoe pits
Skate park for kids would be excellent
Our first Christmas here in the community - it was a major disappointment in the lack of decorations.
I would rather see $$ go toward better holiday decor, than fancy bathrooms, benches, lighting
Dog park
Lighted decorations on our poles on Russell Sampson would be a nice touch.
I think Christmas garland that was put up should have lights.
We should also have a small kitchen that would allow us to buy food, ice cream, and drinks. This would probably be
the best improvement we could make and we would make money off of it, especially during swim team weekends.
decorations would be nice to increase during holidays
HOLIDAY DECOTATIONS SHOULD ALSO INCLUDE THINGS FOR THE JEWISH HOLIDAYS
I would change the notice board on Leo McGuire from manual posting to an updated LCD board so more information
can be provided

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinions
Only drawback to this neighborhood from others in the area is the high amount of noise from the highway. Seems
lately the noise has gotten worse- possibly from the fences along the highway that seem to be in serious need of
repair. Candidly the noise is so annoying at night its the only reason I would consider moving from the neighborhood.
Build a kitchen with a quick serve format allowing people to order food, drinks, and snacks when the pool is open
(Spring Break and May to September). Several other communities have this amenity. It will make our homeowners
happy, and if it is done correctly could turn a profit for the CDD.
Suggest you send out via email the entire "book" that supervisors receive prior to meetings. Other communities do
this and its informative and brings more residents to the meetings.
CDD 101: A class that would explain the structure of a CDD; how ours was set up; what it funds; how it works. Offer
in the months CDD does not meet.
I would love to see a message board for the website. I also think our community would benefit from a larger
clubhouse.
Our facilities are for the residents but anyone can walk over and use them - soccer field, basketball courts, etc.
Something needs to be done to stop this or our community becomes anyone's playground and this is not in our best
interest.
'd like to see a boat/RV storage facility for residents' use.
I would like to see a multi purpose sport court (hockey, basketball) built in the open area right by the communications
tower and cemetery.
I would like to see music pumped in at the pool and maybe a snack bar.
Bike racks at school bus stops.

Miscellaneous cont.
The lights in fitness room (treadmill area) go off (for about 10-15 seconds) when nobody in weight machine area. This
could be dangerous when on the treadmill and lights go off.
Many people not living in our community use our amenities. We are not a community park for all of 210!
a poolside bar would be nice. We feel like we are on vacation when we go to the pool, and if you sold adult
beverages (even kids non-alcoholic beverages) at the pool, you would make a TON of money and the adults would
enjoy it more and probably stay longer....
We would love a dog park! We would love concessions at the pool. I would love to have live music at the pool on
Friday afternoons.

Events-Suggested
More events not geared to only younger families.
computer classes
Please do Bacon Festival and Casino Night again
Safety classes for kids - ie computer
Bingo, trivia nights (other than on just Fridays)
Food Truck Fridays like in other neighborhoods.
PROGRESSIVE DINNER
Add 3-5 year old day camp and child care.
Some type of fitness/exercise/dance class for teen
A "classic wheels" (cars,golf carts and bike show
Casino night
Instead of Dive-In movie, movie on the field.
after school care/activities w/ adult supervision
Soccer for older kids
More social events.
annual tennis tournament
Tennis related events
Family softball league
Intro to bridge class
Mother-Son activity like Daddy-Daughter dance
Friday night food truck get togethers
More social events that are also kid friendly.
Ultimate Frisbee on a Monday off school
Not sure, but the Polar Plunge big disappointment.
painting with wine, more wine and tapas nights
Girls night out. Men's night out
Something more with community service and give bac
drive in movies, Bands on the fields
Zumba class, Empty nester gathering to meet
Beginner women's tennis lessons in the evenings,
More vendor events.
Fireworks show on 4th of July
neighborhood movie in the park" on soccer field
family field day (mix of old & new challenges)
Manner's class for 2nd-5th grade
Early morning fitness classes.
More bootcamps
Adult swim team
Better Dining facilities
Keep providing events for the young kids.

Events-Suggestions Cont.
Pre teen and teen activities over the summer
Spring holiday vendor show
Teen field trips.
Adult / Masters Swim Class
Garden club, Bunco, pickle ball
Farmer's Market would be really nice
Adult learning classes, ballroom dancing, clubs.
Crops/scrapbooking,
Bridge
Wine tasting or wine dinners
A speakers series--local history, health.
Basketball & volleyball comp. teenage events.
Fireworks on the 4th of July
A back to school party at the pool
More activities for mothers of babies
Trivia nights back
More outside athletic events for adults only
more events geared toward 13-15 year olds
events for 7-8th grade girls
Movie night for adults
A Casino Night, Movie night for adults
Tennis events.
Bowling, skating, t-ball for 3+ year olds
80's party
book club
7/4 Fireworks Show; Monthly picnic on soccerfield
maybe something that involves pets?
Food truck days, more 5k events, kids fitness clas
camp out on soccer field. golf cart scavenger hunt
Meet your neighbor events. Adult socials
Family friendly fun team competitions on the field
Wish there are more activities for people in their late 40s and up.
not older but better senior event
Would love more community gatherings so families can get to know neighbors better
Also as retirees we enjoy our grandchildren but like to get away from the hustle and bustle of kids and today's modern
parenting. Glad to see the NOBB activities but again could not attend because of scheduling conflicts. Hope to make
the March event.
Facilities are not large enough to accommodate participation comfortably.
The 210 Challenge seems too commercial (Spa Me too prominent) - I liked it when it benefitted charity. Holiday
Traditions this year was really lame - older kids took over the pile of snow, making it dangerous for small ones. Also,
the same game company made it feel like a lamer version of the Fall Festival. I've never used the services that I
marked as "average."
I have noticed that the festivals at the clubhouse don't seem to be good for kids under 5 anymore. You should have a
couple smaller bounce houses with signs for kids under 5 only. I see we're using a mobile game company but i see
many parents saying they aren't coming back until their kids are much older so they can participate.
Adding a soccer training program for elementary school kids would be nice.
I would love to see a little more activities geared to younger kids. My young child loves bounce houses but is not able
to go in one with the older kids because they are too wild.
need to have food trucks when we have garage sales or events.
would like more for 3-5 Year olds
Holdiay Traditions Event is extremely crowded and maybe is should be for only older teen children and adults. It's
very hard to move around when kids are running around and strollers are trying to be pushed through the small area.
The home makeover vender night was also a great idea!!! Would like to see that again. Not sure if the CDD had any
input in that
I was disappointed with the summer camp last summer. There doesn't seem to be enough supervision of the kids. My
youngest child will be eligible for camp this summer and I would love to send him to the community camp, but I don't
feel comfortable with the supervision that would be provided for younger kids.

Events-Suggestions Cont.
I wish the Spring Fling and the Holiday Traditions events were as good as the Fall Festival. We have skipped the
others the last couple years because they leave a bit to be desired.
Kids nights out should allow younger ages. Summer camp is great but not sure why it is limited to a max number of
weeks per child.
Bring back the St Augustine trolleys at Christmas. That was very special.
The 5K/10K is a great idea, but it makes traffic horrible! There needs to be some kind of traffic control for that event
because the runners are taking up one whole side of the street and it is almost impossible to get by when cars are
coming the opposite direction.
There are a lot of events that cater to older children. There needs to be activities geared toward younger children,
younger than five, please!
Kid's night out is too expensive for families with 3 kids. I usually pay $10/hour for a babysitter.
Hold more for those still working.
Have speakers or classes.
We need water aerobics in the summer and a Silver Sneakers program like what she attends at the YMCA. I would
like to see our kids earn volunteer hours helping our seniors at home.
looking forward for this N.O.B.B. to catch on.
Like the idea of Bingo, Cards, maybe a Monty Carlo night, etc. Events where it just doesn't include couples.
Guess I'm feeling like it's geared to less active older adults that must be retired as who can go at noon for coffee or
6pm. I have no interest in BINGO. We are more interested in dining out, or perhaps cards, or bike riding or a Zumba
class, or perhaps a wine tasting, or a cooking event, or Ballroom dancing class or Country western dance night, or
...something active adults would like. We are empty nesters but not retired and would love to do things with other
couples.
I think you guys do a great job with the community events, clubs, etc. And I was happy to see a neighborhood book
club. I haven't had a chance to join in the fun but I hope to in the near future.
Live music events. Movies on the lawn. Poker nights. Cooking classes. Cigar smoke out. BBQ cook off. Chili
competition.
attendance is up, with more publicity and possibly day trips to casino IN tAMPA WOULD RAMP UP.
Attended once but felt it was a closed group.
Would like to see a bridge club started.
Offer CDD 101. Many residents have not idea what their CDD fee pays for. Have more home improvement
classes/shows like the Watts recently held at the club. Help people know how to maintain their home. Teach them
how to care for a Florida lawn, a neighborhood pond or what flowers to plant and when.Use residents to teach some
of these classes. We have talent here.
Still work and neither of us are into coffee & donuts or potluck Bingo. Thats not a criticism just our preference. Maybe
more interest in out to dinner once a quarter, wine tasting event, or occasional cocktail hour.
Overall I am happy with what is offered. I have a 2 year old so can't take advantage of day fitness classes. Maybe
some mommy and me classes or classes with child care.
Overall a good job but increase the events for adults only as we empty nestors age and don't need to have as much
ice cream.... ha ha.
Newcomer family picnic?
7-8th grade girl get-together?
I wish there were better swim lesson options. We have had 2 unsatisfactory experiences with Elite. Scheduling
through the company and then relying on the individual instructor to make his/her own schedule is complicated and
unreliable. I suggest designated swim lesson times with reliable and consistent instructors who will make you a
priority.
Having ethnic festivals like Irish, italian, Greek with outside vendors would be interesting.
A once a month , such as first Friday of every month, live music entertainment, bring your own chairs, and have food
truck vendors on the soccer field.
Dart boards in community room and create a coed dart league that can play other communities.
Maybe not having the holiday tradition event so close to Christmas. Consider having it 2 weeks prior to Christmas.
We have been out of town for the holidays the past 2 yrs and had to miss it. I know a lot of other families had to miss
it too since they were also already gone for the holidays.
Too focused on 20 and 30 somethings with toddlers through pre-teens. Need to expand to wider age groups without
children. Also, teen programs can help with crime / vandalism control.
More activities for the retired community.
improve scheduling and communications. we have had lots of events that overlapped, Swim meet anf weddings.
Bithday party and Pilates class etc

Events Suggestions Cont.
Would love more for young teens to do (those between 12-15 that can't drive yet)
We have great events here and they have improved over the last year or so. Maybe an occasional adult oriented
event possibly tied to an adopted charity.
If any money is left over, use it for programs for young kids. This will keep bringing young families to our
neighborhood, which is good for all of us.
Just would like to see some more activities geared towards active adults as well. I'd love to see an Empty Nester
BBQ or Wine & cheese or cocktails and h'ordeurves, or even golf outing, or Ballroom Dancing etc to get some of the
Empty Nester couples together. Sorry but Bingo just doesn't grab us nor does 6pm as we are still working.
ollecting feedback is great! I love our events and community. I ran out of room above but I think having events on the
soccer fields with live music and food trucks would be great! The SpaMe run has done something similar and it was
so much fun for kids and adults.
Something like a beer or wine tasting event...held after 6:00pm
"Happy hour" Friday or Saturday evening - providing appetizers/pasta bar/potato bar or similar foods...event is mainly
for adults to get together for 1-2 hours to unwind from the week

Events-Miscellaneous
Too much focus on small children and not enough for young and old adults.
Events seem to be targeting families with young children. My kids are in high school and college.
Fun community building
We did when our kids were in Middle and high school, but now out of college, moved away. The majority of the
activities are for families which is great
Kids are grown and you took away the trolley which seniors, parents and kids enjoyed.
They happen to early
Sometimes but they are not well advertised. Some of the events I find out about only one or two weeks in advance.
We don't have small children so more adult events would be great. Also maybe doing a wine and painting event
One of my favorite things about living in the neighborhood is the number of community events and that there is
something planned each month.
Great way to get involved in the community
Some. Don't have young kids or grandkids yet and it seems most are for families which we don't mind at all.
I think events (funded by the attendees) are great.
Some times, but most seem to be for families with small kids.
Classes and meetings.
Most events are centered around families with children, which is awesome. We currently don't have children, but
happy there are so many events for the kids!
have attended some events in the past. As a single Dad, my schedule doesn't allow much time for extra activities.
I'm glad that the community offers lots of things for various people.
Nothing of our interests have been held. Many over priced. Gone to a few but neighborhood is very unwelcoming.
always committed to other activities
The events seem to be done well, but are geared to families with children, as it should be. Unless grand children are
here at time of event would not normally attend
It is always so crowded.
Didn't find time to attend them and they are not very well publicized
We love all the events our neighborhood does and appreciate the time and effort put into hosting. We always try to
participate if we are here as we want to continue seeing them available. ;)
The kids night out is something that our kids just don't like -nice that it's offered but mine want more
controlled/organized event or just to be home with one or two friends.
only attend a few of these events with grandchildren, I was somewhat disappointed.
We love all the events
his neighborhood does a GREAT job with all of the events.....its one of the main reasons we stay here. God job
SJGCC!
I think that the events are varied and many and offer something to a wide range of our residents. Good work.
Love the activities of this neighborhood. Keeps SJGCC #1 on 210!
Haven't been recently. When the last person in charge of events ran them they were terrible. I hope they are better.
I have a couple excellent but we never used the camps or have been for 4the of July.
ll the community events have gotten so much better. Camp could improve a bit - don't want kids just sitting in the
community room watching TV.
Just as a side note...during winter camp...I was up at the playground with my child and noticed how understaffed the
program was. I was literally asked several times to help out by the children in the program either with getting on the
tire swing, or a swing or with mediating a conflict between two children. One teenager/12 kids=unsuccessful!

Events-Misc. Cont.
The events my family has attended seem thrown together and unorganized (just people milling around without any
clear direction with what is going on). We have completely stopped eating at the clubhouse for the same reason, the
food is tasty but we have consistently had bad experiences with the service provided.

Speeding
I would love speed bumps!
We could use some low, wide speed bumps in our community; people speed too much and always run the stop
signs!
Speed bumps on St. John's Golf Drive. Drivers are reminded to slow down but they never do. This would possibly
help to avoid hitting a child, a runner or biker.
Did I mention that speed bumps are needed?
Need to find a way to get drivers to slow down while driving through the community. Everyone hates them, but speed
bumps may be the solution!
SOMETHING needs to be done about the speeding on Leo Maguire. Someone is going to get hit and killed making a
left out of Stonehedge. There are enough people complaining that when it does happen, someone will sue for failure
to address the issue. Our community needs to push this w/ the DOT and help our residents stay safe.
Cars continue to speed, perhaps installing more speed reading boards could help with this issue.

Miscellaneous
increased policing of intersection clogging during bus stop time, increased policing of cars pRked overnight on streets
and trailers in driveways.

